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Who we are? Born to democratize telematics

PURPOSE

TO LOWER THE CARBON 
FOOTPRINT OF BUSINESS FLEETS

PRODUCT

REVOLUTIONARY MOBILE FIRST, 
FREEMIUM, LIGHTWEIGHT FLEET 

MANAGEMENT APP

COMPANY

VC FUNDED TECHNOLOGY 
STARTUP

VC: venture capital
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Problem? Increasing costs of urban mobility

75% of EU 
inhabitants 
live in urban 

areas

fuel costs 
have tripled 
since 1980

270M+ PCs 
and 30M+ 
LCVs in EU

external   
costs are 

increasing 
even faster 

PC: passenger cars
LCV: light commercial vehicles



Limitations of traditional fleet management

Need for an On-board 
device / Tracker unit to 

plug-in or mount

Upfront investment 
and/or Service loyalty 

requested 

No Free Trial 
opportunity



Mobile first fleet management is the solution

Mobile tracking to make on-
board devices obsolete

AI predicts fuel consumption, 
emissions and driving style

Free Trial / no 
investment / no loyalty 

/ pay-as-you-go



Who do we serve? Target markets

Small and medium sized 
businesses with a fleet size 

of 5+ cars (B2B)
Car leasing / rentals (B2B2B)



What do we offer? Service qualities

Fuel Management
We promise SMB owners to save 15% on fuel and maintenance expenses due to 
lowering unjustified private usage of company cars, administering refuels and 
improving the driving style of the drivers.

Fleet Administration
We promise fleet administrators to save 30% on time spent of fleet management and 
create a transparency over the drivers and vehicles.  Nothing remains unnoticed, no 
more errors, no more delays and no more stress. 

Eco-Driving
We help companies to lower the carbon footprint of their business fleet by 
decreasing mileage made and improving driving behavior. What remains can be 
decarbonized via urbaniqe by buying carbon credits (EU ETS) in a very transparent 
way.

Improving safety
We offer a simple mobile first application aiming to transparanetly track the safety 
parameters like speeding or acceleration in real-time and replay the tracks any time 
later.



Product applications? Use cases
Retail / Delivery of own goods
Small shops or groceries delivering their own goods can 
benefit from improved real-time management and fuel 
saving functions, besides lowering their carbon footprint.

Wholesale / Logistics-as-a-service
Small package or food delivery can make a good use of 
easy allocation of vehicles to drivers, tracking delivery in 
real time and increasing customer satisfaction by ETA 
sharing accompanied by increased safety.

Field sales
Field sales managers can replay past tracks, use POI visits 
and speeding reports for a better management overview,
inrease safety, and limit unjustified private mileage to gain 
on productivity, while lowering the carbon footprint.

On-site service
Service companies visiting sites can strongly benefit from 
business tour management, dynamic ETA calculations and 
easy vehicle administration.



How to save on fuel expenses?

Separate business 
from private use 
to limit mileage

Real time mobile 
fleet tracking with 

alerts

Create 
transparency over 

fuel expenses

Monitor driving 
style to reduce 
consumption

Business 
promise

15% less fuel 
consumption if 

you follow 
urbaniqe’s 
suggestions



Machine 
learning

Machine learnig predicts fuel consumption

Data 
enrichment

Car specifics

Tracking 
database

Telematics 
data actual speed

altitude

acceleration

deceleration

base speed

traffic speed

road type

manufacturer

version

car type

production year

traffic info

Data enrichment 
with predicted 

variables



Eco-driving functions to lower carbon footprint

CO2 emission

Average fuel 
consumption

Standing in 
congestion

Urbaniqe index*

Driving style 
analysis

* overall eco-driving index on a 0 to 10 ascending scale



Demo – decarbonization of refuels (Q2 2023) 

* overall eco-driving index on a 0 to 10 ascending scale



How to price? Low cost service provider

Key principles Pricing



How to get urbaniqe?

Download the app

Verify email address

Add your vehicles

Invite your fleet’s drivers

Sign up with your email address

Give permission



Video

Together we will help small and medium sized business to save on fuel, gain on 
productivity and lower the carbon footprint of their vehicle fleets!



Thank you!


